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Our new digital panel printer enables you to make exceptional sign graphic solutions:

- printing directly on painted sign panels
- white and light colours on dark colours
- small text heights and details
- high resolution images
- colour gradients without banding
- peel proof graphic
- UV durable graphic
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There is no must in art because art is free.
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Sa vue est en ceci le corps humain choisi comme support admirable de nombres... Voir la projection de l'œuvre dans ses rapports avec l'alentour.

Pourquoi pas ? Peu nous chaut en cette matière l'ours de la baleine de l'aigle sur rocher ou celui de l'abeille.
This is made in Etronit - a material based on paper from sustainable forests in Sweden and Finland.
It is printed on our new digital panel printer which enables you to make exceptional sign graphic solutions:

- printing directly on painted sign panels
- white and light colours on dark colours
- small text heights and details
- high resolution images
- colour gradients without banding
- peel proof graphic
- uv durable graphic
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